
Moist hay poses severe fire risk
Bale and store hay only when its moisture content is less than 20 percent. At higher moisture levels, hay can spontaneously combust, often 
resulting in total loss of crop and barn. Sadly, hay fires also are responsible for hundreds of injuries and deaths each year.

Hay fires generally occur within six weeks of baling, so it is necessary to monitor the temperature during this period. Drill ¼-inch-wide holes 
deep into the hay and lower a thermometer tied to a string into each hole. Leave the thermometer in place for 10 minutes in several areas to 
make sure you have an accurate reading.

Key temperatures call for specific actions

• 150 degrees — Monitor temperature daily.

• 160 degrees — Monitor temperature every four hours and inspect the stack. NEVER WALK ON TOP OF HAY THAT IS HEATING.

• 175 degrees — Call the fire department, then begin wetting the hay and moving it away from anything flammable.

• 185 degrees — Flames likely will develop when the hay comes into contact with the air.

• 212 degrees — Hay is virtually certain to ignite.

Hay preservatives can produce deadly gas

At 240 degrees, hay treated with preservatives containing ethoxyquin or butylated hydroxytoluene emits deadly hydrogen cyanide gas. Take 
appropriate safety measures and alert emergency responders if treated hay is heating or burning.

Hay treated with propionic acid does not produce hydrogen cyanide gas during a fire.

Get the most from your hay crop

Density, air temperature, humidity, and the amount of rainwater the hay absorbed after it was cut all play into how much time it takes a crop  
to dry. Manage these factors effectively to achieve your goal of producing high-quality fodder at a lower cost than if you’d purchased it — and 
doing it safely.

This bulletin is designed by SECURA Insurance to inform you of important safety measures that can save you considerable business expense.

The information and recommendations contained in this material have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. However, SECURA accepts no legal  

responsibility for the accuracy, sufficiency, or completeness of such information. Additional safety and health procedures may be required under particular circumstances.  

Source: Washington State University Extension Agronomist William T. W. Woodward.
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